
 
 

 

Design Showcase 
 

As part of Design Season 3 we’ve brought together multiple design disciplines to showcase work 

being made by Leicester/shire based artists, designers and makers, from established professionals to 

students and graduates about to embark on their creative careers. 

To find out more about this exhibition visit http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/design-showcase  

#designshowcase @lcbdepot 

 

 

 

Jää Collection 

&New 

100% recycled post consumer plastic & aluminium 

Jää - a multifunctional design 

Our inspiration for the Jää furniture came initially from the beautiful and practical nature of the 

recycled plastic and its environmentally friendly credentials. Through the design and use of materials 

we wanted to show that recycled plastic furniture can be bold, desirable and aesthetically pleasing. 

The Jää furniture is made out of 100% recycled post consumer plastic - pure waste that has been 

diverted from the landfills. The furniture is made in Britain with a mixture of polyethylene (PE) and 

polypropylene (PP) plastic shapes with small aluminium spacers and nuts. Further, the Jää designs 

are also fully recyclable contributing to the circular economy. The Jää pieces are sculptural, 

https://www.designseason.uk/
http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/design-showcase


 
 

 

multifunctional and adaptable designs suitable for both indoors and outdoors in public and private 

spaces. Handmade to order in UK.  

~ The Finnish word jää has two meanings; ‘ice’ and ‘please stay’ - a perfect word for sustainable 

pieces of design. 

Artist Bio 

Design by &New Studio; 

An award winning furniture design and manufacturing company, &New was launched in 2014 by a 

British sculptor Jo Wilton and a Finnish Psychologist Mirka Gröhn. Distinctly modern with elegant 

lines, the designs combine an aesthetic of British wit and Nordic simplicity. &New produces pieces 

that are modern, bold and long-lasting, using honest sustainable materials. The products are 

handmade in Britain and have plenty of character from the making process. Every piece of furniture 

is made to order, unique and beautifully imperfect. 

 

@andnewfurniture #andnewfurniture #modernbritishfurniture #jääbench


